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The Honorable lee .M. Thomas
Administrator
u.s. Envirorumntal Protection
Agency
Washington, OC 20460
Dear Mr. Thonas :
The Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) has completed
its review of two documents related to the development of National Ambient
Air Quality Stamaros (NMQS) for Particulate Matter and Sulfur Oxides.
These two documents are the 1982 Air Quality Criteria for Particulate
Matter and Sulfur Oxides, and the 1986 Second Addendum to Air Quality
Criteria for Particulate Matter and Sulfur Oxides (1982), both prepared
by the Agency's Environmantal Criteria and Assessnent Office (ECAO).
The Committee was impressed with the efforts of the staff of ECAO
in preparing a well written, integrated am thorough review of recent
relevant scientific studies. The Committee unanimously concluded that
this 1986 Addemum, along with the 1982 Criteria Document previously
reviewed by CASAC, represent a scientifically balanced and defensible
summary of the extensive scientific literat\lre on these pollutants.
Several important issues are discussed in the 1986 Addendum which
the Committee telieves should be emphasized. These issues weJ:e raised
during our review of recent studies which relate primarily to guidance
at the lower bounds of the ranges for the standards. These studies
include the recent reanalyses of the London mortality data, two episodic
lung function studies in the United States and the Netherlams, am the
comparison of respiratory symptoms and pulmonary function levels of
children living in six U.S. cities. Further discussion of these stUdies
and reanalyses; as well as a rrore detailed discussion of the basis for
the Committee's conclusions, are contained in the attached report.
The camnittee also reviewed the Staff Papers for particUlate matter
and for sulfur cxides at the October 15-16, 1986 meeting, and is preparing
separate reports reflecting its conclusions and recCll'lUlendations on each
of these two documents.
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Thank you for the opportuni ty to present the Committee's views on
these important public health issues.

Sincerely,
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'lorton Llppnann, ' h. D.
Chairmm
Clean Air Scientific Advisory
Ccmnittee
cc:

A. James Barnes

Lester Grant
Vaun Newill
Craig Potter
Terry Yosie

SAB-CASAC-87-009
SUMMARY OF MAJOR SCfr;;N't'IffCI:ssuE;S~AND CPSAC Q5i'i:I:USIONS
ON '!'HE 1986 ADDE:NOOM 'ID THE 1982
PARrICIJIATE MATrER/SULFUR OXIDES LPM/SOx) CRITERIA DOCUME:NT

Th<'! COl1lJ\ittee concentrated its review on newer studies and analyses
which relate primarily to guidance on the lower limit of the proposed ranges
for the standards. In general, the Corrrnittee believes the Criteria Docl.ll1ent
1\Od=mum has appropriately surnIllSrized am interpreted the designs, analyses
and conclusions of studies that should be consider~~ in the standard
settin;j process. The following is a brief chapter by chapter surnIllSry of
issues that the Committee wishes to emphasize, or which require further
clarification.
Chapter 1: Introduction
In general, this chapter provides an excellent summary of the physical
and Chemical properties and ambient rleasurement methods for P~! and SOx.
However, the chapter could be strengthened by inclusion of a discussion
of direct re<ding rronitors for particulate mass concentrations including
beta attenuation, light sC<lttering, or other techniques which may be the
dominant measurelTEnt techniques in the States in the future. This was
discussed at the December 1985 CASAC meeting, with emphasis on the need
to nove to automated am continuous llOnitoring for particles.
Chapter 2: Respirato;sl Tract Deposition and Fate
The presentation in this chapter could be exj::aooed by clarifying the
discussion concerning the concept of impaired lungs and the deposition
that would occur there as oPposed to that i'l normal subjects. Further,
the discussion of broncho-constriction being protective (svartengren
et al., 1984) an:J the discussion of other types of altered breathing
patterns could be made clearer, perhaps by reorganizing this information
by specific points.
Chapter 3: Epidemiology Studies
We wish tn emphasize "",veral stUdies an:J analyses discussed at the
Octnber: 1986 CASAC rreeting. One of these studies' (Dassen et a1.) should
be integrated into this chapter, as \~as recognized by Agency staff in
their remarks at the October 1986 rreeting.
1) The two episodic lung function studies show a consistency of
:results in Steubenville, Ohio (Dxkery et a1.) and IjIllond,
Nethertards (Dassen et at.), l",rding credence to reported effects
of a mix ture of PM and sulfur ox ides (SOx) on respiratory function
in children. This is consistent with the earlier work of Stebbings.
These studies provide a relati'Rly sensiti\B ir-.Ucation of possible
short tenn physiological responses of uncertain health significance
to PM. The roles or: "Jxrosuce d.Jles ard duratic)n of functional
decrem;nt need h"tter definiti0n.

-22) The Loman llOrtality studies, including recent analysis by Agency
staff, provide strong evidence that particulate matter is !TOre closely
associated with daily llPrtality than sulfur dioxide concentrations.
The criteria docurrent should recharacterize distinctions made bet""",,n
"likely" am "possible" ef.rects levels for establishing uptEr tounds.
3) The Six-Cities study has reported that cough and bronchitis are
twice as prevalent in children living in cities with PMIO in the
rangg of 40-60 ug/m3 , in comparison to cities with a range of 20-30
ugjm3.
Chapter 4: Controlled Human Exp:>sure Studies of S02 Health Effects
Although this chapter was well done, the Committee suggests that it be
stren;Jthened by lTDdifying its existing discussions and by addition of further
discussion and tabular material concerning short term exposure effects
presented by Drs. Horstman and Folinsbee at the October 1986 CllSAC ~ting.
Conclusion

The 1986 Addemum to the 1982 Air Quality Criteria Docl.llfent on PM/SOx
was prepared by EPA at the request of CASAC for the purpose of updating
the knowledge of recent scientific studies and analyses. The Oommittee
commends the Agency stafE for its efforts in preparing a concise and well
written document. The Addendum summarizes key fimings from the earlier
documents and provides a reasonably complete summary of newly available
information concernir"l particulate matter and sulfur oxides, with major
emphasis on evaluation of human health studies published since 1981.
The Corrnnittee unanirrnusly concludes that this 1986 Addendum, with the
incorporation of the changes noted above, represents a scientifically
balanced and defensible surnmary of the extensive scientific literature
on these pollutants. These documents fulfill the requirements under
section 108 of the Clean Air Act as amemed, Which requires that the
document(s) ".. •shall accurately reflect the latest scientific knowledge
useful in indicating the kim and extent of all identifiable effects on
public health or welfaJ:"e ••• " from particulate matter and sulfur oxides
in the wbient air.

